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QUESTION 1

Which three can be used by an externalsystem to retrieve content fromWebCenter Sites overHTTP? 

A. Writing SQL statements to directly retrieve data from the WebCenter Sites database 

B. Creating templates that use the asset API in WebCenter Sites 

C. Directly reading content stored on the shared file system in WebCenter Sites 

D. Using the REST API provided by the WEM framework 

E. Creating templates that use JSP code in WebCenter Sites 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

In whichenvironment do editorialusers maintain their content? 

A. management 

B. development 

C. delivery 

D. disaster recovery 

E. quality assurance 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a requirement to contribute content to the management environment (Server M) and make this content
available to the live environment (Server P). The customer has decided to use the publishing functionality to accomplish
this requirement. 

Which statement best reflects the configuration that is required? 

A. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, configure a batch user on Server M, and configure a
RealTime user on the target Server P. 

B. Create a delivery type of Dynamic Publish, assign this delivery type to a publish destination on Server M, and create
a batch user for both Server M and Server P. 

C. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, create a batch user on Server M, and enter the
RealTime username and password in the publish destination entry form. The RealTime user must have appropriate
privileges for both the source Server M and the target Server P. 

D. Create a publish destination with the RealTime delivery type, create a batch user with appropriate privileges for
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Server M, and create a RealTime user with appropriate privileges for the target Server P. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The WebCenter Sites installation process reports that it has completed installation successfully.But a number of
database tables are missing. 

What could be the possible cause here? 

A. WebCenter Sites is installed as a cluster member without being installed first as a single server. 

B. The database user is not given the "unlimited space" privilege, which prevents the creation of big system tables. 

C. An incorrect database driver is used, which prevents creation of tables with unsupported data types. 

D. The maximum capacity for the connection pool is configured incorrectly. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are responsible for a small marketing website that was built WebCenter Sites that consists of page assets and page
templates. The site is fully cachaed and does not use an uncachedSiteEntry wrapper. The Marketing department has
requested that you make the site responsive such that visitor experience is good even when you web pages are viewed
on other devices, including tablets and mobile phones. You are tasked with designing an inexpensive solution that does
not impact performance,add more hardware, change the asset model, or impact the contributor\\'s current workload or
the process that creates the web pages. 

What would you do to address their requirements? 

A. Refactor your page templates to use a third party JavaScript or CSS framework such as Foundation 3 or CSS3
media queries. 

B. Add browser detection logic to an uncached JSP SiteEntry wrapper, which then dispatches to one of three different
page templates: one designed specifically for computers, one for tablets, and one for mobile phones. No third party
framework is used. 

C. Create three different contribution sites, one for each device, and map them to a specific subdomain, such that all
"mobile.xxx.com" requests get forwarded to the mobile site, all "tablet.xxx.com" requests get forwarded to the tablet site,
and so on. No third party framework is used. 

D. Install an additional WebCenter Sites mobility server environment. 

Correct Answer: A 
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